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• Space initially served as the Research Library for Arizona campus

• With decision to open an Arizona branch of the Mayo Clinic School of Medicine & Science, a dedicated library space for the school was needed
  • Due to funding and space issues, decision was made to renovate an existing library space

• The space has had several incarnations
  • Photos to follow…
Previous configurations of reading area and stacks…
Previous configuration of reading area and information desk…
Previous configuration of stacks…
Current configuration: no stacks!
Casual spaces...
Technology…

Anatomage table

Harvey: Auscultation simulator
Group Study Rooms…

• 7 Group Study Rooms
  • 1 = 10 seats
  • 1 = 7 seats
  • 3 = 5 seats
  • 2 = 1-2 seats
Information/Reference Desk
Questions & Discussion